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1. Introduction 

"The Holocaust was unfortunately, I soon realized, the central event in modern or perhaps all Jewish 

history. And when I said to my friend and mentor Abba Kovner, survivor, poet, and fighter, that that 

realization scared me, he answered that being scared was an excellent basis for studying the Holocaust. 

[...] And I am still scared." (xvi) 

The following essay
3
 operates with the crucial factors for the observation and evaluation of 

the German situation and its certain perspective. It tries to express and reflect critical Yehuda 

Bauer’s “attempt to rethink categories and issues that arise out of the contemplation of that 

watershed event in human history” (ix) – the Holocaust. For his “rethinking” Bauer not just 

tells “another history” (Ibid.) of the Holocaust but elevates his own profession of a historian 

(“to research and analyze”) by a kind of rationalization to “remember that there is a story to 

be told, a story that relates to people’s live” (Ibid.). Already here we find his methodological 

closeness to Saul Friedländer’s approach of “Alltagsgeschichten” (daily stories) that he later 

explicitly mentions in an appreciative honorable way (cf. pp. 117f.).
4
 Overall, his book is a 

detailed and precise correction of other investigations, Bauer’s own and other scholars, and 

his attempt to enhance them by weaving it inside of an over-grasping framework. Accordingly 

he mainly focuses his efforts on secondary literature and “case” or “key studies”: Particularly 

with regard to visualize people’s stories and to reveal the own angle as a “storyteller” or a 

“teacher”
5
. Grown up from the idea to recollect and actualize own previous works, which 

seemingly existed puzzle-like next to each other, he started “to ask the big questions” and 

hoped not to come up with small answers, quite the other way around to methodological 

approach of his friend Raul Hilberg. This big-question-approach elevates usual historian 

analysis insofar that not only What, When, Where and Who are focused but the question of 

“Why?”: Why did the Holocaust happen? Here he attests insufficient and halfhearted 

considerations and resulting wrong receptions in contemporary world politics as well as 

evident ubiquitary reflexes in almost every modern culture. Bauer reports about several 

inappropriate comparisons and the nearly daily publishing of any Holocaust-based culture 

products: “The press […] is full of debates on Holocaust-related topics. Politicians mention it 

constantly. The television industry presents shows, documentaries, and conversations about it 

again and again. Why?” (xi) This obviously still existing interest leads him to the other major 

question: Why has the Holocaust even nowadays a universal character? “As the awareness of 

                                                           
3
 All used page numbers, if not identified otherwise, are related to: Bauer, Yehuda (2001): Rethinking the 

Holocaust. Connecticut: Yale University. 
4
 „This is the kind of history that needs to be written” (118) 

5
 „a historian must also be a teacher“ (ix) 
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the universal implications of the Holocaust spreads, the Holocaust becomes – again – two 

things: a specifically Jewish tragedy and therefore a universal problem of the first magnitude. 

Human beings who were Jews were murdered for one reason only: because they were Jews. 

[…] The warning to humankind is written on the wall: beware and learn.” (xiii) Concerning 

this last point the book partially lacks. Not because of inadequate or deficient examinations 

but of its remaining in historian profession’s categories and a strict and pure political 

derivation. Therefore we need to advance his approach with a rather (critical) sociological 

perspective and its categories, what I will do further below. Bauer’s book provides for this 

attempt a perfect fundament, especially because of his critics on firstly Bauman’s et al. 

structural argumentations and secondly the essentialism or determinism of intentionalism in 

Goldhagen’s et al. approaches. Of course, one cannot clasp everything, and furthermore not 

from a decided historian perspective
6
, but the big question is just halfway responded. As one 

alternative answer I will supply Moishe Postone’s analysis to examine why the Holocaust, in 

agreement with Bauer seen as “pure ideology”, happened in Germany, even though religious 

feelings merely subsided long ago. The connection of “the Jewish question” to Christian 

prejudices is only comprehensible if there’s an answer why they were needed anymore even 

in modern and secular societies. The condition of possibility of a pogrom doesn’t explain its 

realization. “A legitimate conclusion is one that not only avoids identification with known 

outside pressures or interferences but also reflects an attempt to understand the period under 

discussion from its own perspective and in its own terms.” (2) Two certain points are crucial 

here. Firstly, he wants to avoid extern variables (“[O]utside pressures” like a-historical 

constants: for instance in Bauman’s approach with Holocaust enqueued in the normal course 

of modernity regarded as a teleology; or in Goldhagen’s one with the Holocaust as a result of 

“eliminatory anti-Semitism” fixed in common Germans’ minds). Secondly, Bauer attempts to 

grasp history from “its own terms” which brings him to a pure political assessment: back in 

time (‘re-flected’) everything’s evaluated from people’s intents regardless of their decision’s 

objective structure. Both points are important as we well see below. 

 

                                                           
6
 “My own response is that of a historian.” (15) 
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2. The rational outcome of an irrational approach
 7
 

“Nazi antisemitism adopted the antisemitic images while rejecting Christian theology; in effect, it 

adopted Christianity” (43) 

Bauer begins his first chapter with an elucidation of his own biases and a derived 

understanding of morality
8
 as well as with an argumentation against historic determinism 

respectively “inevitability”, against “our propensity, to say that because something happened, 

it had to happen.” (3) One recurring argument against this is the failed “Anglo-French-Soviet 

talks in the late spring of 1939” (4) which might have bring a change if there had been another 

results. This leads him to the reverse question on “inexplicably” of the Holocaust. If it could 

have been evitable, is the happening itself nevertheless describable? He don’t wants to hide 

behind a simple “refuge in mysticism […], the Holocaust is certainly not unique, because of 

‘indescribable’ human suffering is forever there and is forever being described. In principle, 

then, the Holocaust is a human event, so it can be explained”. (7) After these explanations he 

turns to the problem of definitions and distinguishes his own one from the more general 

genocide definition of Raphael Lemberg and its application in the UN Genocide Convention’s 

declaration. Its definition as “any of the following acts committed with the intent to destroy, 

in whole or in part, a national, ethnical or religious group, as such” (9) don’t fits in Bauer’s 

eyes for the Jewish situation. Contrary to the unifying intent of this declaration, he 

differentiates between “partial” and “total destruction” (10)
9
 and finally grasps Holocaust as 

“a radicalization of genocide: a planned attempt to physically annihilate every single member 

of a targeted ethnic, national, or racial group.” (12) 

According to this he applies his definition on a large-scaled comparison with other genocides 

(Chapter three) to verify his main assumptions concerning the Holocaust: its explicability and 

certain unprecedentedness (everything well compiled and comprehensible accomplished, but 

for reasons of shortage of space I cannot represent it in the frame of this essay). Before these 

comparisons he introduces a merely anthropological analysis (Chapter two) which finally 

reveals the recognition that it happened once it can be repeated and “that we live at a time 

                                                           
7
 “The motivation was ideological. The racist-antisemitic ideology was the rational outcome of an irrational 

approach […]. Nazi antisemitism was pure ideology, with a minimal relation to reality: the Jews were accused of 

a worldwide conspiracy” (266) 
8
 „Morality, in this context, is based on the idea that acts or intentions that run counter to the right of individuals 

and groups to exist, to live fully, also run counter to the  existence of human life altogether, hence their 

unacceptability.” (3) 
9
 „I would suggest retaining the term genocide for ‘partial’ murder and the term Holocaust for total destruction.” 

Already based on this distinction he relates to the universal character of the latter. “I will argue that Holocaust 

can be used in two ways: to describe what happened to the Jews at Nazi hands and to describe what might 

happen to others if the Holocaust of the Jewish people  becomes a precedent for similar actions.” (10) 
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when the elements that produced the Holocaust are still with us” (16). This investigation is 

from a sociological perspective the most decisive part of his book. Why? Because at this point 

he reflects the Holocaust’s principals. He for instance explains that not brutality was the 

extraordinary about the Nazi attitude towards the Jews. Himmler’s Poznan speech of October 

4, 1943 shows the murder of the Jews as a necessity, not an urge of bestialic animal instincts 

that brought pleasure (even if this nevertheless influenced the murder practice in part), and his 

attempts to get the matter unknown for future generations. “[H]e foresaw a world without 

Jews, and he thought that future generations of Germans would not understand why total mass 

murder had been necessary, because they would have had no experience of who and what the 

Jews had been.” (22) The Germans perceived a harmonic future without inner social 

differences and projected therefore “this other” on the Jews. That’s why they even tried “to 

murder the murder: they tried to prevent Jews from documenting what happened.” (24) One 

should also add the devastation of Jewish cemeteries and houses of prayer in these patterns of 

total disappearance. Its total character is also connected to the question of qualitative or 

quantitative particularity. In a matter of fact there had been quantitatively broader genocides 

in a time-extent-relation (like f. e. Rwanda).  

“The Holocaust is different in principle, not just quantitatively, […] Jews threatened with total physical 

extinction; […] Nazi ideology saw in the Jews a universal devilish element, so the pursuit of Jews was 

to have been a global, quasi-religious affair, the translation into practice of a murderous ideology. […] 

In the Nazi case […] the persecution of the Jews was pure, abstract antisemitic ideology in the context 

of biological racism, and it became a central factor in Hitler’s war against the world. In the minds of the 

Nazi elite, the main enemies of Germany – the Soviet Union, France, the United States, Britain – were 

controlled by the Jews. The proof of Jewish control of a country lay in the very fact that it turned 

against Germany. After all, World War II was started by Germany not for any economic or military 

reasons – nobody threatened Germany in 1939, and the economy had risen from the depth of the world 

economic crisis to almost full employment and prosperity.” (27f.) 

According to this quotation let us summarize some crucial insights: The Jews were assessed 

as the total other and in connection with a biological racism they should be eliminated total 

physically. This was considered as a quasi-religious affair and it became a kind of messianic 

mission (“translation into practice”). Just to forestall a bit, the extermination was a self-

purpose. Furthermore, national-socialism was a “war against the world”, that means the 

purpose was a purification of everything that had ever been before, a gap filled with “the 

Jew”.
10

 The abstract evil personalized in a concrete “figure”, dehumanized by the German 

                                                           
10

 A very demonstrative explanation for this is given in Bauer’s speech to the German Bundestag: “European 

culture has two pillars: Athens and Rome on the one hand and Jerusalem on the other hand. An ordinary citizen 
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perpetrators. Moreover, the commented “proof of Jewish control” as a kind of self-fulfilling 

prophecy emerged by a pure projection towards Jews; it will be discussed below under the 

term “self-proof”. Finally, there was no extern threat on Germany which makes every mainly 

structural and scapegoat theory vitiate. Dissociating from functionalist schools, which delay 

Racism and anti-Semitism and thereby ideology as such in the background, and from 

intentionalist ones, which are coupled to strong to individuals beliefs like “Hitler’s intention” 

to murder the Jews from the beginning on, Bauer links his argumentation with “moderate 

antisemitism” (33) as the precondition for the later social removal of the Jews. He embeds this 

form of anti-Semitism in the German history – its existence in the back of Germans minds 

arisen from old narratives of Christian hostilities, the idealistic utopian programs emerged 

among the intelligentsia (funnily called “Lumpenintellectuals” (32)) in German universities 

connected with a modern view on German nationalism; and finally the role of willingly 

common people.
11

 Even the role of the Führer is decisive, though less important than his 

personality is his social function. Dived into psychoanalytic terms Bauer states, “Some 

psychologists suggest that there exists a process of transferring one’s moral responsibility to 

an outside factor – Hitler, in this case – a process that would rid the perpetrator of further 

problems of conscience. Transference would be the result of a total identification of the 

perpetrator with the regime […] a pseudo-messianic regime and a leader who absolved them 

from moral responsibility.” (35) The intelligentsia same like those from lower-middle-class or 

peasant backgrounds “were central […] parts of the murder machine. […] Neither they nor 

the intelligentsia had, in most cases, undergone training in the special schools set up by the 

S.S. But once the Führer expressed a desire and once an enthusiastic class of educated people 

backed it, the simpler folk who did the shooting and beating and child-murdering were easily 

found.” (36) Traceable he summarized “that the Nazi regime was not a totalitarian as most 

people think.” Regarding the broad negotiations and tensions of the different institutions 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
of two hundred years ago, if he or she owned a book at all, would probably have owned the Christian Bible, 

which […] is composed in two parts – the Old Testament and the New Testament. Both of them were written 

mainly by Jews. Greek and Roman literature, law, art, and philosophy are and have surely been, as important to 

Western civilization as the prophets and the moral commandments of the Jewish Bible. Still, modern Italy and 

modern Greece do not use the same languages as in ages past; they do not worship the same gods, create the 

same kinds of art, or write the same kinds of literature. Different peoples live there now. But my granddaughter 

reads what the Jews wrote three thousand years ago, in the original, needing no dictionary. Try that with Chaucer 

– and he wrote only a few hundred years ago. When the Nazis wanted to carry out their rebellion against 

Western culture, was it not the Jews, those still reminders of one of the sources of that culture, hat they had to 

annihilate? The Jews, whether they like it or not, are a central component of Western self-perception.” (270) 

Applied on contemporary world policies and the situation in the middle-east, modern anti-Semitism is based on 

the same anti-Western presuppositions and, with glance to the Holocaust history, their disastrous outcome. 
11

 “In a society that had willingly accepted the absolute leadership of a ruling elite and especially of its head, the 

intellectuals became the chief transmitters of murderous orders. And if the people with social and intellectual 

status led the way in executing such orders more efficiently, recruiting ordinary murderers from the lower ranks 

of society became very easy – insofar as the intelligentsia did not do the murdering themselves.” (35) 
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inside the Reich (administration, S.S., Wehrmacht, Bourgeoisie etc.) as well as the fact that 

rebellion against the elite’s policy was quite possible and successful, like the abruption of the 

euthanasia program or the case of “Berlin-Rosenstraße” have shown, contradicts the 

totalitarian assumption of a domination from above. After the collapse of the Communist 

countries the tendency to include both regimes, the national-Socialist and the communist one, 

in a mutual “totalitarian line” is widely spread but disregards the Holocaust as the 

characteristic limb of the former one and endangers its relativism. 

Unsatisfactory up to this point of his argumentation is the fact that, although Bauer attests the 

“vast difference” (28) to anti-Judaism (“Christian antisemitism”), he ties in with a pure 

ideological respectively political explanation mainly derived from former Christian 

resentments. He describes that these resentments occurred and that they appeared as pure 

ideology against the Jews, or in agreement to Goldhagen “that by 1940 – 1941 German 

society had become a reservoir for willing executioners” (102), though there’s no why exactly 

the Jews were targeted in times when religion as a common value or as the linking limb for 

social narratives disappeared in Germany long ago (in opposite to Poland in this time for 

instance). Bauer insists on this deduction of a replacement of one (Christian) ideology through 

another one (National-Socialist). It becomes obvious in the summary of his discussion on 

Goldhagen’s approach as he explains the emergence of a “social consensus” implemented in a 

crisis ridden and convulsed society due to the pseudo-intellectual elite that reveals a kind of 

harmonic redemption. “The prevalent latent or overt nonmurderous antisemitic attitudes in the 

general population, the result of Christian antisemitism that had sought to dehumanize the 

Jews for many centuries […] prevented any serious opposition to the Nazis once they had 

decided to embark on the murder of the Jews.” (105) Especially for this assumption no 

historical proof can be found in his book. I will not totally negate the influence of these 

Christian resentments, in fact the huge “sack of stereotypes” that’s often mentioned in 

Holocaust studies was the necessity or the precondition for connectivity, but it can’t explain 

why in Germany at this time? 

Doesn’t Bauer thereby make something that he was compete against in the beginning? Wasn’t 

it his attempt to avoid extern variables and to use intern terms, which would mean the self-

perception of coevals to draw a broader picture? Where’s the proof of the contemporary 

German’s belief in this faith? Why were these prejudices needed although the Nazis explicitly 

denied Christianity as one pillar of European culture and modernity as such? He uses religion 

as an extern variable although no German’s self-perception relegates to a large-scaled belief 
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in Christianity. In lieu of serving ideology explanation I will lead over to a strict “ideology 

critique” to present the argument of anti-Semitism as “pure ideology” in a new light. 

3. Ideology critique and the differentiation between “essence and its appearance”
12

 

“The Jews are today the group which […] draws to itself the destructive urge which the wrong social 

order spontaneously produces.”
13

 

Now I’d like to fade in a missing link to close this gap through implementing Moishe 

Postone’s approach. Instead of the dissolution of one ideology through the next, I’d argue 

with an intern term of modern society and derive the occurrence of ideology right from its 

essential point – “labor”. “The Marxian categories simultaneously express particular social 

relations and forms of thought. The notion of the fetish refers to forms of thought based upon 

perceptions that remain bound to the forms of appearance of capitalist social relations.” 

Thereby we overcome Bauer’s theoretical lack of incontingence to the Germans’ self-

perception. Again, resulting of shortage of space his theory can be repeated only fragmentary. 

The process of transition to modern society was (and is) constituted through industrialization, 

rapid social changes and, despite an actually broader possibility for welfare, through poverty. 

The Jews, and in this point we find one connection to Christianity, were traditionally 

compelled to be merchants and traders from the middle ages on, when these professions had a 

low social reputation. However, the Jews were later in national-Socialist era not only labeled 

with these social roles, in capitalistic patterns the circulation and distribution spheres, but as 

we’ve seen with modernity as such. The “German revolt” did not target the industrial capital, 

the very opposite happened and it rather acted affirmative to it and to the “concrete” labor 

while rejecting the “abstract” forms behind. Apparently craftsmen as well as their actual 

bourgeois exploiters accompanied in an alliance against the Jews. They were regarded as a 

mighty conspiracy behind all symbols and phenomena of modernity: “the abstract domination 

of capital, which—particularly with rapid industrialization—caught people up in a web of 

dynamic forces they could not understand, became perceived as the domination of 

International Jewry.” Even here a precise evaluation of Bauer lacks. He doesn’t investigate 

this special social-economic situation in Germany (prosperity, less religious influence etc.) 

and its social-economic alliances, but instead determines rather categories like “intelligentsia” 

                                                           
12

 All following quotations are, if not proved separately, taken from: Postone, M. (1986): Anti-Semitism and 

National Socialism. Loc. cit. 
13

 Adorno, T. W. & Horkheimer, M. (2002): Dialectics of Enlightenment. Philosophical Fragments. Stanford: 

University Press. P. 137. 
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and “lower strata” or “simpler folk” (even pure ideological or political terms). Why, although, 

what Paul Lendvai coined in patterns of “Anti-Semitism without Jews”
14

 as a modern Form of 

anti-Semitism, there were in Germany less Jews than in much other countries, such a strong 

anti-Semitic projection break through there and led finally to the Holocaust? Bauer examines 

historically the insight that “[t]he Germans did not know, until sometime in 1941, what they 

would do with the Jews: the decision to murder them was not taken until then.”
15

 Above, I 

mentioned the self-legitimization for the “final solution” of the Jews under the term “self-

proof”. The murder of the Jews, assumed as essential executioners behind the appearance of 

modernity (Western capitalism as well as Eastern bolshevism), was thereby the main political 

pillow to win the war, needed to be eliminated in this worldview. The appearance of more and 

more Jews in the East same like the accusing of the driving force behind the Allies 

strengthened the need to eliminate this threat and to solve the problem finally. Even though 

the Jews were no real political or economical threat for the Germans – quite oppositely they 

could have been transformed to the much needed labor force for war –, the threat seemed to 

increase immensely and the political decisions became from an administrative as well as 

economic perspective more and more irrational (like the famous Hilberg thesis). So, not 

without cause the “final solution” emerged in 1941 when the “Jewish question” started to 

become “overtly overwhelming”. 

But what makes the observation of social-economical factors reliable? How to account it 

without slipping off in reductive “functionalist schools” that interpret anti-Semitic ideology as 

a side-note and that fix the Holocaust as a necessary outcome of modernity? “The affirmation 

by modern anti-Semitism of industrial capital indicates that an approach is required that can 

distinguish between what modern capitalism is and the way it manifests itself, between its 

essence and its appearance.” Modern capitalistic societies are characterized through a specific 

kind of labor as a seemingly self-purpose, which becomes obvious in the fact that, despite of 

never before seen such large-scaled productive forces, there’s no adequate relation to wealth 

and furthermore rapid social transformations occurred (urbanization, dissolving traditional 

trades, etc.). In short, everything that the Nazis revolted against as symbols of modernity. 

According to Postone’s analysis of Marx’s “Capital”, we have to clarify its central terms to 

understand the “German revolt”. 

                                                           
14

 Lendvai, P. (1971): Anti-Semitism without Jews. Doubleday. 
15

 Bauer, Yehuda (2001): Rethinking the Holocaust. Loc. cit. P. 25 
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Therefore we start with “Marx's concept of the fetish, the strategic intent of which was to 

provide a social and historical theory of knowledge grounded in the difference between the 

essence of capitalist social relations and their manifest forms” (the appearance of this 

essence). This difference has to be derived from its central term “commodity form”, because 

labor demonstrates itself in patterns of commodity and is thereby the characteristic of 

capitalism. This commodity has according to Marx’s term “fetish” a “double character”, it’s 

the unification of “use-value” (“concrete labor”) and “value” (“abstract labor”). Both arise 

from the productive sphere and the circulation same like the distribution sphere (“merchants 

and traders”) are an intrinsic necessity of it. But seemingly just the use-value is connected to 

the commodity while the value itself appears in a different manifestation: in money and 

overall capital(ism) as such. “One aspect of the fetish, then, is that capitalist social relations 

do not appear as such and, moreover, present themselves antinomically, as the opposition of 

the abstract and concrete.” In accordance, the productive sphere could appear as the origin of 

“concrete labor” whereas the spheres of circulation and distribution remained in perceptions 

of “abstractness” and finally the exploitive factor of the real, natural and concrete production 

sphere: they were “parasites” like the typical anti-Semitic propaganda says. The Jews were 

accused to stand behind the phenomena of modernity in patterns of an “abstract” power, an 

almighty hidden conspiracy and their extermination was a pure ideological self-purpose, “the 

negative principle as such; on their extermination the world's happiness depends“.
16

 “The first 

step was to dehumanize, that is, to rip away the "mask" of humanity, of qualitative specificity, 

and reveal the Jews for what "they really are"—shadows, ciphers, numbered abstractions. The 

second step was to then eradicate that abstractness, to transform it into smoke, trying in the 

process to wrest away the last remnants of the concrete material "usevalue": clothes, gold, 

hair, soap.”  

Just to correct and precise my thesis, “modernity” as such was from the Nazi’s view not 

problematically, as I mentioned they behaved affirmative to several “modern” phenomena 

like industrial production and modern technology, it was not simply a step backwards but the 

attempt to annihilate a manifest social order. “Auschwitz, not the Nazi seizure of power in 

1933, was the real "German Revolution," the attempted "overthrow," not merely of a political 

order, but of the existing social formation. By this one deed the world was to be made safe 

from the tyranny of the abstract. In the process, the Nazis "liberated" themselves from 

humanity.” While we don’t find any historical evidence, for instance in posters, propaganda 

                                                           
16

 Ibid. P. 137. 
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speeches, or other Nazi self-perceptions, for Bauer’s direct religious references, the evidence 

of a positive reference to “concrete labor” and its natural character as well as the rejection of 

abstract “parasitic” manifestations (even “natural” personalized in “the Jew”) are more than 

obvious.  

4. Bauer’s “case studies” 

“For religious Jews as for the others, suffering and mass death had no intrinsic meaning. Any meaning 

in the concentration camp universe was a Nazi meaning, because for the Nazis that universe had a 

purpose. […] The Jews fell victim to a crime motivated by an evil fantasy; that fantasy could have no 

meaning for them. But humans need to find meaning in their lives, so the victims introduced meaning 

themselves” (127) 

Right after Bauer’s correction of other Holocaust explanations, which are from a historic-

methodological view necessary and fruitful, he leads over to his case studies as virtualized 

examples for his broader framework of rethinking the history of the Holocaust. Bauer points 

out that most non-Israeli authors neglect the Jewish perspective and their reactions to the 

humiliations, persecutions, displacements and exterminations and so he starts with Jewish 

resistance during the Holocaust (Chapters 6 and 7). And of course it still existed. Hence he 

firstly differentiates between two forms of resistance. On the one hand Bauer relegates to 

passive kinds of resistance called “sanctification of life” understood as a denotation of 

“meaningful Jewish survival” and contents every deed for physical existence (smuggling 

food, maintain cultural life despite horrific conditions, worshipping etc.) and finally also the 

attempt not to lose dignity and even if this meant to decide autonomous over one’s end of life. 

His examples are “the theatre in Vilna ghetto” (121f.); Emmanuel Ringelblum’s archive 

documenting life in Warsaw ghetto (122ff.); the partial refusals and used loopholes to 

Germans’ orders mostly of the “first” Judenräte (129ff.) etc. “Paintings, poems, drawings, 

theatrical performances, and academic lectures by brilliant speakers – all these were 

encouraged and produced with the same aim in mind […]: to preserve morale against the 

threat of annihilation.” (127) But Bauer even admits that it’s hard to distinguish the 

“sanctification of life” from other unarmed resistances that he grasps under “amidah”. 

However, on the other hand he mentions the active forms under the term “amidah” (“stand up 

against”), which includes “armed and unarmed actions” (120) like participation in armies 

against the Germans and their supporters as well as own predominantly Zionist Youth 

organizations (f. i. in Warsaw, Bialystok, Cracow, Vilna aso.) (136ff.); and especially his case 

study on Brest-Litovsk (149ff.) to embed the obstacles for Jewish resistance out of an 
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understanding from a persecution history (here beginning with the middle of the fourteenth 

century). 

Another tremendous contribution of Bauer’s book is his key study of Gisi Fleischmann 

(Chapter 8). The fate of Jewish women which “were indeed different from Jewish men” is 

obviously underexposed in Holocaust literature. Despite some exceptions “their input on the 

leadership was practically nonexistent” (171) although most notably orthodox Jewish women 

were family providers in many cases. In some cases, especially in Zionist movements, they 

became prominent in social welfare activities (169) and in underground activities (as 

smugglers and communicators). Bauer also mentions that transformations of gender roles 

partially decreased in the special situation of the Holocaust: “Under the exceptional 

circumstances and the pressure of new conditions the old taboos were set aside, and female 

political and even quasi-military leadership became acceptable.” (172) In this frame he tells 

the story of Fleischman who was socialized in an orthodox family and reached during the 

Holocaust some important leader positions in different organizations. For instance in the so 

called “Working Group” which managed to send thousands of Jews to Palestine, what after all 

saved their lives. She “could do that because of the collapse of Jewish patriarchal society 

under the blows of the Nazis. […] The Holocaust endangered a special fate for Jewish 

women, to be sure, as it did for men.” (185) But one point is to add notwithstanding. He 

describes the gender problem from the Jewish perspective and mentions the German just 

circumstantial. In principal “female labor posed no ideological problem to the Nazis” (170) 

and even in principal the meaning of the Nazi universe towards the Jews was murder. Though, 

the separation concerning gender became obvious in Auschwitz’s separation procedure, where 

much more women than men were led directly in the gas chambers. The small grade 

concerning the death judgment was even here manifest and the role of labor for this decision 

is evident. 

The next chapter 9 deals with the question of the theological meaning of the Holocaust on part 

of an inner Jewish discourse and rabbi Shneersohn’s as well as Habad (a Chassidic sect) 

supporters’ missionary attempts. Bauer expounds the problem of on part of the orthodox Jews 

that they consider the Holocaust as God’s punishment for a sinful life and make “the 

nonorthodox responsible for the Holocaust, and […] their sinful actions may yet produce 

another such catastrophe; and it is they who by their very existence prevent the arrival of the 

Messiah.” (207) Finally Bauer summarizes that the “theology of the Holocaust […] is a dead 

end.” (212)  
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In his second to last chapter 10 Bauer discusses rescue attempts, firstly on the level of global 

politics. Therefore he examines that, after the missed chance of the future allied powers in 

1939 when Germany was still weak, through the rapid changes in European’s political map 

there were no places of refugee for the Jews in a broader scale. “The only exception was 

Palestine, where Jews could have fled had the British agreed to let them in” (214), which was 

denied because of the political conflict with the Arabs. “Hence, […] no rescue from the 

Holocaust” (215) in the early 1940s. Afterwards Bauer debates secondly the tricky ways of 

publication respectively revelation of the Jews’ fate and the whole Holocaust dimensions: Dr. 

Gerhard Riegner’s “cable to the WJC representatives in London and New York” (219) from 

August 8, 1942 and their mistrust and the lacking credence “to reports about the mass murder 

of Jews” (223) till spring 1944. Thirdly he introduces the stony way of the “Auschwitz 

protocols” (224), written by two Hungarian Jewish escapees in the same time (spring 1944), 

which “reached Budapest some time in early June, too late to have any effect on the 

deportations, which started […] on May 14” (233) and at a time when the D-Day of the 

Americans already happened. 

5. Final considerations and conclusion 

“Learning is crucial here…” (xiii) 

According and consenting to Bauer, history is “a post facto reconstruction of the course of 

human events” (15) and we tell this (hi)story to our coevals. In doing so we pick up historical 

facts of a multiple and opaque meshwork and embed them in our current knowledge. Thereby 

we produce history from a contemporary perspective and of course make memorization right 

from our practice. In this view we’re not guilty for our history but responsible for its 

reconstruction and interference in the present. Ideology increases from this practice, from the 

angle how we “produce the world” and in quarrel with it. If we, spoken with Fukuyama, grasp 

this world as the “end of history” we cut this channel of recognition and forget the human-

made-factor. Moreover, we then harmonize with a given ideology – a closure of “pure 

ideology” (266) that is always segregative. The same did the Germans in Nazi times: the 

attempt to create a wonderful utopia without any social differences. But what led to these 

differences? Who were the excluded and who the exterminated ones? Not those who were 

regarded as non-productive (this concerns the euthanasia program, the “lazy” and “asocial” 

prisoners in the concentration camps, the Sinti and Roma if unsettled etc. – all those who 

could be “re-socialized” or oppressed) but those who were accused for the negative principle 
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of production as such, personalized according to racist/biologist pre-assumptions in the “Jew”, 

“genetically” the other “nature” and ire-socializable. Grasping the “production” is crucial here 

for understanding and learning. The attempt of my essay was to advance Bauer’s unique and 

precise historical examination, doubtless a tremendous contribution for Holocaust studies, 

through a bow that implements “ideology critique” (ala Moishe Postone’s approach) into this 

“story” to capture the Holocaust with its intern terms. As we’ve seen, for telling this story we 

have to pay attention to two factors concerning its “retelling” that presumes a “re-rethinking”. 

Firstly, we cannot rely on the people’s self-perception (this would mean to overtake their 

ideological straightedges), but secondly we even cannot handle with terms that are cut off 

from their perceptions (my critique on Bauer’s ongoing reference to Christianity). Therefore 

we need to find terms which accomplish this tensions and close the historical gap.  

Nowadays we find similar modern anti-Semitic beliefs that identify and personalize social 

formations with “the Jews”, especially in fundamental Islamic cultures in the Middle East, 

where conspiracy theories are high frequent. The close ideological line is even stated in 

Bauer’s argumentation with the “activities of the Mufti of Jerusalem, Hajj Amin al-Husseini, 

an enthusiastic supporter of the Nazis.” (215) A similar current example is the real threat of 

Israel on part of Ahmadinedschad, the president of Iran, who several times threatened Israel 

with elimination and who still works on a nuclear bomb. This misunderstanding leads us back 

to Germany. Let me therefore just mention, occasionally to most recently events, two further 

points. Despite Germany’s “state reason” to help and to protect the Israeli state, politicians of 

all colors provided a public stage for Iran’s minister for foreign affairs Ali Akbar Salehi at the 

security conference in Munich on February 7, 2013 and could until now not cut German 

economic businesses off from this terroristic regime.
17

 This state reason contradicts 

furthermore even that all companies, which are in charge of the publishing of German 

schoolbooks, illustrate the Israeli-Palestine-conflict one-sided in stylizing Israel as responsible 

and Palestinians as victims.
18
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